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ABSTRACT
There is a growing demand for an affordable Satellite Communications On-The-Move (COTM)
Antenna system to serve Military and high commercial requirements. Current COTM
architectures do not meet the Government’s price point objectives and thus are not effective
production solutions. DRS Codem Systems has developed an affordable COTM the move
antenna system architecture that meets the market price point while maintaining superior
technical performance. The core elements of the architecture include: low-cost antenna reflector
technology, integrated navigation sensors, integrated antenna control electronics with intelligent
sensor fusion, maximum use of COTS components and an overall design intended to meet MILSpec environments. We have also selected X-band as the initial band for operation enabling a
low-cost design and reliable network performance.
INTRODUCTION
Mobile broadband communications has become a significant need in both Government and
commercial sectors. In the military domain, the ability to communicate while on the move
presents a tremendous advantage on the battlefield and is a key component of the network centric
architecture, Figure 1. A COTM system enables real time battlefield situational awareness
including blue force tracking, command and control, & intelligence backhaul. For first
responders, such as the National Guard forces responding to Hurricane Katrina, Communications
On-The-Move enables communication while moving into the affected area and communications
interoperability during the crisis.
Another challenge on the homeland security front is littoral, port and river security. COTM
systems are ideal solutions for small, high dynamic ship platforms that must transmit and receive
communications beyond line of sight and in remote areas with limited terrestrial wireless
networks. In the commercial arena, broadband connectivity via satellite is a growing market for
cruise lines, trains and air travel.
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Figure 1: Network Centric Architecture
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WHAT IS COMMUNICATIONS ON THE MOVE?
For the purposes of this paper, COTM is broadly defined as communications or data links,
operating at a range of many miles, where at least one side of the link is in motion. A
communication link may be ground, sea or aircraft to satellite operating at a range of 300 to
22,000 miles; whereas a data link is more typically operating at a range of 1 to 20 miles. The
links are bi-directional but typically asymmetrical. Data rates range from ~512 Kbps to 10 Mbps
up to Gbps at short range of a few miles.
The primary focus of this paper is the design of affordable antenna system architecture on the
mobile side of the link. The equipment in the mobile platform nominally includes an antenna
subsystem, satellite modem, router, system Monitor and Control (M&C) software and base-band
equipment for voice, video and data, Figure 2. An encryption device may also be included in the
suite of equipment.
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Figure 2: COTM System
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A generic architecture for the antenna subsystem is shown in the block diagram is segmented
into five major components – mechanics, RF, modem, navigation and M&C. The modem can be
considered either part of the antenna system or the network as presented. The challenge in a
COTM system is to design each of these elements into a system while meeting the desired
performance criteria and price point.
Figure 3: COTM Antenna Subsystem
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COTM CHALLENGES
There are a number of design challenges specific to a mobile satellite antenna system arising
from conflicting physical requirements and the mobile nature of the platform. For example,
users want the highest possible throughput, which translates high frequencies of operation and
high gain, directional antenna systems. But the mobile platform dictates a small physical volume
and minimal power consumption.
And the antenna system must stay pointed at a very small target, the satellite, while the vehicle is
undergoing extreme dynamics. Aircraft in steady, level flight experience fairly low dynamics ~
10 deg/sec velocity changes, ~15 deg/sec/sec acceleration changes. Ship dynamics are driven by
sea state environment and the hull parameters tend to be moderate, but with high yaw
components. Vehicles traveling over rough terrain can experience extreme dynamics as shown
in Figure 4. These platform specific motion characteristics establish the dynamics which must be
counteracted by the mechanical/beam steering system to maintain communications. Navigation
sensor performance becomes a critical factor and modeling the platform dynamics in the system
design is essential.
Figure 4: Vehicle Dynamics

Figure 5: Vehicle Dynamics
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The environment in which these COTM systems operate is extremely harsh. Standard
Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) designs are not sufficient to withstand a battlefield
environment. The most demanding environmental requirements include:
•

Extreme temperature ranges – cold stresses mechanics, hot stresses electronics and RF
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•
•
•

Shock & Vibration – both short term shock and long term vibration affect system
performance and longevity.
Sand/Dust – all elements of the design must take into consideration sand and dust
EMI/EMC/EMP – the electromagnetic environment on many platforms is strictly
regulated. The high power motor and RF amplifiers present an emissions challenge.
Conversely, shipboard radars and other countermeasures can create susceptibility
problems.

THE DRS SOLUTION
Taking into consideration the aforementioned challenges associated with designing an affordable
COTM system, DRS took a multi-prong approach to achieve a sub $75k production antenna
system:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select best-of-breed Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) components
Leverage X-band satellite solutions to minimize technical demands and provide lowest
operational cost
Remain modem agnostic
Employ lowest cost, best performance antenna solution
Design the integrated system to meet Mil-Spec requirements
Deliver superior total system performance through algorithms, modeling, & sensor fusion
implemented in software

FREQUENCY BAND
Another critical decision point was single or multi-band operation and which band(s) to
implement. Economics quickly eliminated a simultaneous, multi-band solution simply from a
hardware cost-per-system perspective. Our interpretation of user requirements indicated that
operators rarely switched bands once in operation. Thus, a single band of operation with modular
band switching at depot or factory level band switching product strategy was adopted.
So, which band to use? Traditionally, a large segment of military satellite communication
bandwidth has been X-band with relatively low-power satellites. Conversely, most commercial
bandwidth is L, C and Ku band with Ku band dominating in recent years. In both the military
and commercial markets, the emerging satellites are high power, spot beam X, Ka & Q birds.
At lower frequencies, you have the following advantages: a) better rain fade performance, b less
stringent pointing requirements to maintain link, c) wider satellite spacing (X-band), less chance
of adjacent satellite interference. Higher frequencies have the primary advantage of higher
throughput.
DRS selected to initially design for an X-band solution. X-band takes advantage of the new highpower commercial satellites, provides a seamless migration path to future military-owned
satellites to reduce operating expense to the government and enables a lower cost design because
of the technical advantages of lower frequency operation. That said, the modular design allows
for Ku and Ka bands of operation which DRS is currently implementing.
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MODEM SELECTION
Another major decision factor was whether to integrate a satellite modem into the product
offering. Satellite modem selection is integral to the overall network architecture. The protocol
and network management can make or break a COTM communication network. Specifically, the
network must be able to handle blockage events, time varying bandwidth demands per terminal,
terminals with different levels of performance due to location within the satellite footprint,
weather variations, etc. Modem technologies are evolving rapidly with spread spectrum modems
becoming dominant in COTM due to the power dissipation required for ITU compliance. DRS
elected to remain modem agnostic. We provide a generic L-band interface to the modem which
is the current industry standard.
ANTENNA
Before selecting a specific antenna front-end, it is necessary to model the RF link. Given the
satellite parameters, desired data rate and hub parameters; criteria can be established for transmit
power, aperture size, frequency, range, antenna gain, amplifier gain, receiver sensitivity, etc. For
a COTM system, the restricting factors are generally in order of priority – size, weight and
power. Small size equates to smaller aperture. Given that power is the least restrictive
requirement, there is room to select higher power amplifiers to increase uplink performance. The
following is a brief summary of the link margin analysis for an X-band COTM systems:
Assumptions
•
•
•
•
•

Hub and Spoke network
3M Dish Hub
18” Effective aperture Spoke (OTM segment)
XTAR Satellite
30W Spoke, 3W Hub

Results
• Data Rate Spoke tot Hub: 512 Kbps
• Data Rate Hub to Spoke :
1 Mbps
• SNR Margin at Modem : 13 dB
Note the 13 dB margin is about 6 dB higher than the target margin for a COTM system.
Significant margin is required to mitigate foliage blockage events.
After modeling the link budget and selecting the core RF components, the remaining decision is
the antenna element. There are a wide range of options including: classical dish reflectors,
shaped reflectors, slotted arrays, phased arrays and hybrids thereof. A general rule of thumb is
that reflectors are less expensive but physically large while arrays are small and historically very
expensive. Phased arrays also tend to consume more power for the same RF performance.
The DRS design incorporates a classical dish reflector primarily due to the economics. At this
time, it is the only solution that meets the production cost target. A reflector is also a very
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reliable and producible design. We continue to monitor the progress of low-profile design
technology for incorporation in future designs.
NAVIGATION
In order for a COTM system to work, the antenna must know its location on the Earth, the
heading relative to North and pitch and roll orientation. Location is derived from a GPS receiver.
Heading may be derived from a range of sensors including a fluxgate compass, GPS (while in
motion), or gyro. Roll and pitch are typically derived from tilt meters, accelerometers or single
axis gyros/inertial sensor.
There are enormous cost and performance tradeoffs across the range of available navigation
sensors. The costs range from a few hundred dollars to hundreds of thousands of dollars. DRS
selected a GPS/MEMS gyro/compass sensor suite sacrificing some performance especially in
heading but meeting budget constraints. The less than optimal heading performance was handled
at the system level by incorporating closed-loop feedback for active tracking of the satellite.
MECHANICS DESIGN
Given the beam width of the antenna and platform dynamics, it is possible to establish
requirements for pointing accuracy, tracking accuracy, gimbal range of motion and mechanical
rates & accelerations. It is necessary to model the system dynamics, typically in MATLAB, to
determine mechanics characteristics and performance under motion, Figure 5.
Figure 5: Servo Model

Multiple iterations of the servo model result in a stable control system design and establish
mechanical component specifications required to meet the overall pointing and tracking. Modern
control techniques can significantly improve system performance. Stability and robustness of the
compensator design is an important factor especially for production systems.
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The Gimbal geometry is determined by a number of factors including reflector dimensions,
required range of motion, inertial load and tracking requirements. The DRS solution is a two-axis
elevation over azimuth Gimbal with continuous rotation in Azimuth, Figure 6.
Figure 6: Gimbal Geometry 1

The mechanical design includes absolute position feedback sensors providing highly accurate
open loop pointing rapidly at startup. Direct drive motors were selected for low mechanical
backlash which is especially critical during tracking under high dynamics motion. Specific
attention was given to environmental requirements by employing sealed bearings, air circulation
for high temperatures, shock and vibration isolators and overall structural stiffness into the
design.
The control electronics are DRS custom antenna control electronics in a PC-104 form factor. The
electronics are housed in an EMI shielded, shock mounted card cage enclosure with Ethernet or
serial monitor & control and diagnostic ports. The antenna control software operates in a
deterministic, real-time environment which is essential to meeting servo performance
requirements. The software functions include digital, software programmable servo control,
satellite ephemeris calculation, navigation sensor fusion, open and closed loop tracking logic and
built-in test.
ACQUISTION & TRACKING
The final element of the system design is the acquisition and tracking scheme. Some systems
operate open loop, A.K.A. pointing mode, only. They blindly point at the satellite with no active
feedback from the bird. These systems require prohibitively expensive navigation sensors.
Closed loop systems use feedback from the satellite, typically the satellite beacon signal, to
perform closed loop tracking on the satellite. The DRS solution combines both open loop
pointing and closed loop tracking for optimal performance. The basic sequence of operation is
point, search, closed loop track.
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MONITOR & CONTROL
The Monitor & Control software provides a simple means for setting up and operating the
antenna system, Figure 7. All user controls and indicators are provided on the main display and
setup parameters are provided on the setup display.
Figure 7: Monitor & Control Software

This user interface is divided into four functional areas. The Acquisition area is considered the
main functional area for satellite acquisition. The basic steps of operation are:
•
•
•

Select a satellite
Initiate auto acquire
Turn on amplifier after satellite acquisition

Additional modes and diagnostics provide for manual control, system configuration and
maintenance.
CONCLUSION
The COTM system design described herein achieves an affordable price point to meet
production requirements in the military and high-end commercial markets. The resulting system
features the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

18” X-Band dish
Designed nominally for 512 Kbps up and 3 Mbps down
Integrated inertial navigation system
Open loop pointing and closed loop tracking
Direct drive EL over AZ Gimbal with high resolution position feedback
X-Band RF transceiver system (with L-Band interface)
Ethernet remote control and diagnostics
Designed to Churchville B dynamics
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